Elementary, my Dear Reader...
Books about Sherlock Holmes NOT written by
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

The Italian Secretary by Caleb Carr
The Final Solution: A Story of Detection by Michael Chabon
A Slight Trick of the Mind by Mitch Cullen
Dust and Shadow by Faye Lyndsay
Mrs. Hudson and the Spirit’s Curse by Martin Davies
Spider Dance by Carole Nelson Douglas
The Strange Return of Sherlock Holmes by Barry Grant
Sherlock Holmes and the Swedish Enigma by Barry Grant
Murder in Baker Street—Martin Greenberg, Ed.
Murder, My Dear Watson—Martin Greenberg, Ed.
Revenge of the Hound by Michael Hardwick
The House of Silk by Anthony Horowitz
Sherlock Holmes: The Hidden Years—Michael Kurland, Ed.
Sherlock Holmes: The American Years — Michael Kurland, Ed.
Sherlock Holmes — the Missing Years by Janyang Norbu
The Shadow of Reichenbach Falls by John R. King
The Beekeeper’s Apprentice by Laurie R. King
A Study in Sherlock — Laurie R. King, Ed.
Great Game by Michael Kurland
The West End Horror by Nicholas Meyer
The Magic Bullet by Larry Millett
Sherlock in Love by Sena Jeter Naslund
The Patient’s Eyes by David Pirie
Sherlock Holmes and the Rule of Nine by Barrie Roberts
The Baker Street Letters by Michael Robertson
A Samba for Sherlock by Jo Soares
The Execution of Sherlock Holmes by Donald Thomas
Lestrade and the Ripper by M. J. Trow
Sherlock Holmes and the Hapsburg Tiara by Alan Vanneman